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Agenda

Welcome

Sign In:  SHEET

Getting to know everyone

Overview

Assessing Virtual Lessons

Questions and Answers

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSebI6_3eBYImWusS-6uZTEABYZP4o5W9SevK327sasq44lY8Q/viewform


Participant Feedback Form
Help us improve our practice by providing us with some feedback.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScufewODnj3PFYVWqJ4FZD97mFOWad0NFGaiKjC-3zZmqT3ZA/viewform?usp=pp_url


Housekeeping

Note: This session is being recorded. The recording and PowerPoint 
will be made available after the session.

Use the chat box for 
questions, comments, 
and to participate in 

activities.

Please remain on mute 
when you’re not 

speaking. Click unmute 
when you want to 

speak.

Share your 
Reactions 

throughout the 
presentation.

Turn on your Cameras if you can.



Getting to know us



Dr. Mike Menchaca is a professor 
in the Department of Learning 
Design and Technology at the 
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa 
specializing in distance education. 
He conducts research on 
e-learning, the integration of 
technology, and social justice with 
technology. He has been teaching 
online since 1997. In his spare 
time, he likes to spend time with 
his family, travel, and play 
Scrabble. Soon, we will travel 
again!

Mike Menchaca



Riya Nathrani

Dr. Riya Nathrani is a seventh-grade Computer Literacy teacher at Hopwood 

Middle School in Saipan, CNMI and holds a Doctorate in Education with a 

specialization in Digital Transformation. Dr. Nathrani has developed and 

facilitated online courses for the CNMI Public School System for several 

years and is currently an Instructor for the Educational Technology 

program. Through this capacity, she showcases the use of best practices for 

using technology and digital tools to enhance learning experiences for 

students. Dr. Nathrani is a proud product of the CNMI Public School System 

and has truly found her passion in contributing her skills to mold and 

inspire young minds. When she is not building online courses and creating 

videos, Dr. Nathrani enjoys traveling and doing nail art.



Paul Salalila

Paul Salalila is a teacher, leadership committee member, 

school and community level sports coach, and a father. He 

is currently a 5th grade elementary school teacher in 

Saipan. He has more than 20 years of teaching experience, 

ranging from Kinder to 6th grade. Paul has also been an 

online instructor for several years with one the main 

courses being Educational Technology. He is an advocate 

for integrating technology in the classrooms, persistently 

seeks for best practices, and tries to keep up with the 

latest developments in classroom technology tools. Paul is 

very passionate about educating young individuals. When 

he is not teaching, he looks forward to spending quality 

time with his family or getting greasy under the hood of a 

car.



Getting to know you



Summary

≫ Over the past ten modules, attendees are typically:
> New to online teaching (60% or more)
> K–12 teachers (50% or more)
> Attending more than one module workshop (40% or more)
> An even distribution with other education expertises such as 

administrators, librarians, college instructors, and the like
≫ Workshop evaluations have consistently been 4.7 or higher out of 5



Thank you!Interactive Activity

Put in the chat:
How do you know 

if a lesson went well 
(either traditional or virtual)?



≫ Explore virtual lesson best practices

≫ Review models for designing and assessing virtual instruction

≫ Discuss personal lesson assessment perspectives

≫ Review virtual assessment examples

≫ Investigate the relationship between design and assessment

Objectives: Participants will...



Thank you!
Mike Menchaca
Assessing Virtual Lessons



Performance Assessment is Key

≫ Before you can assess your own lessons, understanding student 
assessment and performance artifacts is key

Lesson plan courtesy of Guampedia used by permission

https://www.guampedia.com/lesson-plan-historical-and-cultural-heritage-sites-film-project-ritidian/
https://www.guampedia.com/lesson-plan-historical-and-cultural-heritage-sites-film-project-ritidian/
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Performance Assessment is Key

≫ Before you can assess your own lessons, understanding student 
assessment and performance artifacts is key

≫ I.e., measure instructor success by measuring student success
≫ Let’s review a bit what was covered in Module 5 on assessment

Lesson plan courtesy of Guampedia used by permission

https://www.guampedia.com/lesson-plan-historical-and-cultural-heritage-sites-film-project-ritidian/
https://www.guampedia.com/lesson-plan-historical-and-cultural-heritage-sites-film-project-ritidian/


≫ There is no need to assess everything
≫ Decide on what is “need to know” vs “nice to know”
≫ Assign performance tasks to apply knowledge, not tests that 

are dependent on recalling information
≫ Stated another way, have students do something

17

Rethink Assessments in Online Learning1



Global Learning Academy Tips2: Use Bloom’s Taxonomy

≫ Questions to guide your design:

> How can my students apply their 
knowledge?

> How can my students create 
something as a way to demonstrate 
their understanding?

> How can I create opportunities for 
students to justify a stand or 
decision?

18Bloom’s Taxonomy3



Traditional vs. Performance Assessment

Traditional Assessment Performance Assessment

Recalling lower-order knowledge Applying higher-order understanding

Focus on exams Focus on performance

Knowledge is provided first Tasks are provided first



Performance assessment objectives verbs



Approaches to Assessing Virtual Lessons

≫ There are many ways to assess virtual lessons
> Student outcomes / objectives
> Student engagement
> Student motivation
> Clarity of content and instructions
> Student user experience
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Approaches to Assessing Virtual Lessons

≫ There are many ways to assess virtual lessons
> Student outcomes / objectives
> Student engagement
> Student motivation
> Clarity of content and instructions
> Student user experience

≫ I want to focus on assessing your lessons through student assessment
≫ I often use the term evaluation vs. assessment just for clarity on what is 

actually being assessed
> Assessment = student learning
> Evaluation = instructor / program / materials



Backward Design
Wiggins and McTighe4

Step 1

Identify Desired 
Outcomes

What should learners 
understand after 

instruction 
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Outcomes

What should learners 
understand after 
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Plan Learning 
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Develop instructional 
materials around 
desired outcomes
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Identify Acceptable 
Evidence

Determine types of 
assessments/ evidence 
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Launch
 Experience

Learner will be able 
to...

Step 4



Was the learner 
able to…?

Thus, was my 
virtual lesson 
successful?

 

Assess x2!

Backward Design
Wiggins and McTighe4
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Factors to Consider: Quality Matters5

≫ Update

https://www.qualitymatters.org/qa-resources/rubric-standards/k-12-secondary-rubric
https://www.qualitymatters.org/sites/default/files/PDFs/StandardsfromtheK-12RubricFifthEdition.pdf
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≫ Learning objectives
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Factors to Consider: Quality Matters5

≫ Course overview and introduction
≫ Learning objectives
≫ Assessment
≫ Materials
≫ Activities and interaction
≫ Course technology
≫ Support

https://www.qualitymatters.org/qa-resources/rubric-standards/k-12-secondary-rubric


Factors to Consider: Quality Matters5

≫ Course overview and introduction
≫ Learning objectives
≫ Assessment
≫ Materials
≫ Activities and interaction
≫ Course technology
≫ Support
≫ Accessibility

https://www.qualitymatters.org/qa-resources/rubric-standards/k-12-secondary-rubric


I would add...

≫ Promote a positive learning environment
≫ Make learning culturally relevant

Lesson plan courtesy of Guampedia used by permission

https://www.guampedia.com/lesson-plan-geography-of-micronesia/
https://www.guampedia.com/lesson-plan-geography-of-micronesia/


Break

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MxQWLbdGLfE


Thank you!
Riya Nathrani
Assessing Your Online Course



Effective Online Courses

State specific objectives 
about what students 

should know or be able 
to do as a result of 

successfully completing 
the unit or course.

Involve students in 
applying what they 
learned instead of 
passively requiring 
them to watch and 

read content.

Promote interaction 
between the student 
and: 1) the content, 
2) the teacher, and 
3) other students.





Instructional 
Design

 
Learning 
Materials

 

Culturally 
Relevant 
Content  

Assessment 
Process

 

Components of Online Courses



Instructional Design

 

✓ Are students able to easily navigate 
learning materials in the course?

✓ Are the content and assessments 
appropriate for the grade level? 

✓ Are sufficient instructions given for 
students to complete assignments and 
activities? 

✓ Are the materials logically sequenced 
with consistent patterns in content 
organization/structure?

✓ Is the design of the course visually 
appealing?

✓ Are expectations and due dates provided 
for all course activities?

✓ Do students know how to ask for help?







 

Appropriate Learning Materials

✓ Do the learning materials match 
the learning outcomes?

✓ Are the course materials 
interactive to keep learners 
engaged throughout the course?

✓ Does the course have 
presentations and visuals with 
images, videos, charts, and graphs? 

✓ Is the content varied to 
accommodate students that learn 
in different ways? 

✓ Does the content that have 
real-world relevance and 
application? 



 

The Assessment Process
✓ Do the assessments measure the 

learning outcomes of the course?

✓ Are the assessments user-friendly 
and set at the appropriate 
difficulty level?

✓ Are there instructions on how the 
assessment should be submitted?

✓ Are there exemplars that show 
students what a finished product 
looks like? Are rubrics used?

✓ Does the course instructor provide 
timely and constructive feedback 
to learners?



 

Culturally Relevant Content

✓ Courses should be relevant to 
their target audience.

✓ Tailor the language, 
compatibility, and other 
design aspects of your course 
to suit your learners.



Tips for Presenting Information

02Information is presented  
in chunks and in varied 
formats. (Less is more)

Format

03 Text is accompanied 
with images for 
examples.

Visuals

01 Information is up to 
date and relevant. Content

04Appearance
The design is 

consistent and the 
text is easy to read.



Tips for Assessing Your Online Course

1 Look at your course from 
the perspective of a learner

3 Get feedback about the 
course from your students

2Analyze questions you 
receive from students



Sample Student 
Evaluation Survey



Thank you!
Paul Salalila
Assessing Your Lesson 
Delivery



Reflection:

“If you were a student in your online class 
or physical class, would you want to be in 
your class?”



≫ Lesson content/materials

≫ Flow Design

≫ Student engagement/participation

≫ Discussions/Breakout sessions

≫ Assignment quantity/duration

≫ Surveying for retention

Lesson Delivery Attributes



≫ Agenda/Schedule/Plan of action

≫ Content and Language Objectives

≫ Visuals

≫ Quick engaging activities

≫ Be entertaining

Lesson Content/Materials



≫ Agenda/Schedule/Plan of action
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≫ Schedule/Plan of action/Agenda

Lesson Content/Materials



≫ Content and Language Objectives

Lesson Content/Materials



≫ Content and 

Language 

Objectives

Lesson Content/Materials



≫ Content and Language Objectives

Lesson Content/Materials



≫ Visuals:

Photos

Graphic organizers

Different fonts

Attractive colors

Backgrounds

Gif

Memes

Lesson Content/Materials



≫ Visuals

Lesson Content/Materials



≫ Visuals

Lesson Content/Materials



≫ Visuals

Lesson Content/Materials



≫ Quick Engaging Activities

● Activities that are easy to manage and applies to 
almost any lesson.

Lesson Content/Materials



≫ Quick Engaging Activities

> Quick Polls
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≫ Quick Engaging Activities

> Quick Polls

> Agree or Disagree

> Raise your hand if…
> Mics on 3

Lesson Content/Materials



≫ Quick Engaging Activities

> Quick Polls

> Agree or Disagree

> Raise your hand if…
> Mics on 3

> Ask me a question

Lesson Content/Materials



≫ Lesson flow is consistent

≫ Consistent visuals to help stay on track

Flow Design



≫ Conventions for attention but more for recalling and 
promoting retention.

≫ Methods for participation or contribution

Student Engagement/Participation



≫ Jamboard/Whiteboard

Student Engagement/Participation



≫ Bump Reading

> Bump, Thomas.

Student Engagement/Participation



≫ SIOP

Student Engagement/Participation



≫ Waterfall

Student Engagement/Participation



≫ Student Domino

Student Engagement/Participation



≫ More Polls!!!

Student Engagement/Participation



≫ Rewards

Student Engagement/Participation



≫ Change your tone/mimic a voice

≫ Hype them up

≫ Use different accents

≫ Use reverse psychology

≫ Use their generation’s language

≫ Point to the camera

≫ Use emotions masks or expressions

≫ Use props

Be Entertaining



≫ Always have a discussion or breakout session

≫ Everyone must respond (verbally or chat)

≫ Whole group or breakout discussion

Discussion/Breakout Sessions



≫ Goldilocks amount

≫ Core of the lesson/The Objective

≫ Broken down into

≫ Assignments focus mainly on explanation rather than 
simple answers. 

≫ Simplified activity

Assignment Quantity/Duration



≫ Use your breakout or group discussions

≫ Use polls

≫ Exit tickets

Survey Retention



≫ Is it designed to effectively keep students engaged?

≫ Does it allow for participation?

≫ Does it help clarify ideas and check for understanding?

Assessing Lesson Delivery; In a 
nutshell



Break 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_W0bSen8Qjg


Real-time Collaboration:
Breakout Rooms
25 minutes in breakout plus 
20 mins to share with everyone 
(elect a speaker)

How do you assess your 
virtual lessons?

Share your ideas (voluntarily) 
on a collaborative Google Doc

NOTE: If you aren’t teaching virtually, feel 
free to share general approaches.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1M3ns4nkE0ZbFAYzE6nmYcZ4gL-nWgokSSFKlLJdUNK8/edit


≫ Try performance assessment

≫ Reflect on what you do and why you do what you do

≫ Reflect on the data (formal and informal) you get from your students

≫ Have a personal assessment plan as well as a student one

Wrapping Thoughts
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